Bring a smarter future into focus with the Confidence to Operate

**Right licensing**
Market's first and only edge to enterprise subscription model enabling the portfolio as a service with unlimited scalability, unlimited IO/tags and unlimited clients.

**Edge to enterprise operations**
Unique value dependent across solution leading to edge to enterprise subscription model enabling the portfolio as a service with unlimited scalability, unlimited IO/tags and unlimited clients.

**Hybrid IIoT**
Supporting a mix of cloud-based, on premise and hybrid applications and systems to enable business at the speed and capability never before seen.

**Simplicity**
Easy to choose offers that reduce purchase and adoption complexity.

**Comprehensive**
Capability that goes beyond core HMI/SCADA to drive operations excellence.

**Unlimited**
No limitations on IO, tags, or devices–expand information access to more users.

**Outcome focused**
Transform with unparalleled insights and digitize work processes and knowledge.

**Align your teams towards Operational Excellence**

---

**AVEVA Operations Control**

Discover how AVEVA empowers decision-makers at every level, from frontline operators to executive level decision-makers.

**Benefits gained from using AVEVA Operations Control**

- **Empower connected workers**
  - Empower departments by allowing them to identify, capture and improve.

- **Empower stakeholders to react**
  - Each scenario and stakeholder will have the flexibility to use the tools they are designed for.

- **Increase asset reliability**
  - Over and under maintenance of assets greatly affects profitability and increases risk of asset failure.

- **Empower connected workers**
  - 50% Reduction in operating costs
  - 15% Increased productivity
  - 20% Increased yield
  - 80% Shortened time to decision

**AVEVA Operations Control packages**

AVEVA’s portfolio delivers value across all aspects of the business with complete transparency of information – from design, to operations and maintenance – in a hardware-agnostic manner.

**AVEVA Insight**, Guided Analytics add-on

**AVEVA’s portfolio**

- **AVEVA Insight**, Guided Analytics add-on
- **AVEVA Operations Control**
- **AVEVA Manufacturing Execution add-on**
- **AVEVA’s portfolio**

---

**Learn how AVEVA can empower your operations**

---
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